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Sally Roberts

From: stuart tiekert <tiekerts@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2019 6:31 AM
To: TreeCom; TreeCom
Subject: Fw: Meeting Matters
Attachments: 20190904_122552.jpg; Pruning Carroll Ave.jpg

Sorry, there are two attached photo 
 
first on shows a large tree on North Barry, just north of Brook Street on the east side, it is hard to 
miss.  The tree was topped years ago, a bad practice.  The top of the trunk is split and if you look at 
the base there appear to insect damage.  I believe the tree qualifies as a Village Tree and should be 
evaluated and removed if necessary. 
 
The second photo is of a redbud on Carrol avenue, there  are three trees badly pruned in a row in 
front of 401 and 407. 
 
There is also bad pruning  at 607 Prospect on Delancey 
 
----- Forwarded Message ----- 
From: stuart tiekert <tiekerts@yahoo.com> 
To: Trees <trees@vomny.org>; TreeCom <treecom@vomny.org> 
Sent: Thursday, September 5, 2019, 05:58:19 AM EDT 
Subject: Meeting Matters 
 
Dear Member of the Tree Committee, 
 
I have a few comments and questions about the agenda on the website.  I hope to make the meeting 
tonight but there is also a ZBA meeting. 
 
There are two attachments of emails from me about an illegally planted weeping cherry on Jefferson 
Avenue. I drove by the site yesterday and the tree is still there.  I continue to believe that a violation 
should be issued.  If the tree is removed, so can the violation. 
 
The email Andrew Carter says "a tree will be planted  this fall on my property."  I don't believe this is 
appropriate.  Unless the Village has an agreement about the ownership of the tree the Village should 
not be paying to plant trees on private property. 
 
I don't understand why there are "negotiations" about where the Village plants trees, I hope this can 
be explained. 
 
Mamaroneck Town Center - Why does the Village need "permission" to plant trees in the right of 
way? 
 
I don't understand what the photos attached to "Additions to paved ROW's list" indicate. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Stuart Tiekert 
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----- Forwarded Message ----- 
From: stu tiekert <stiekert558@gmail.com> 
To: "tiekerts@yahoo.com" <tiekerts@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 4, 2019, 02:52:12 PM EDT 
Subject:  
 


